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Range separated hybrids of pair coupled cluster
doubles and density functionals

Alejandro J. Garza,a Ireneusz W. Bulik,a Thomas M. Hendersonab and
Gustavo E. Scuseria*abc

Pair coupled cluster doubles (pCCD) is a size-consistent, size-extensive, low-cost simplification of CCD that

has been shown to be able to describe static correlation without breaking symmetry. We combine pCCD

with Kohn–Sham functionals of the density and the local pair density in order to incorporate dynamic corre-

lation in pCCD while maintaining its low cost. Double counting is eliminated by splitting the (interelectron)

Coulomb operator into complementary short- and long-range parts, and evaluating the two-body energy with

pCCD in the long-range and with density functionals in the short-range. This simultaneously suppresses

self-interaction in the Hartree-exchange term of the functionals. Generalizations including a fraction of

wavefunction two-body energy in the short-range are also derived and studied. The improvement of

our pCCD+DFT hybrids over pCCD is demonstrated in calculations on benchmarks where both types

of correlation are important.

1 Introduction

Many of the limitations of current Kohn–Sham density func-
tional theory (KS-DFT) approximations are rooted in just two
problems: self-interaction and static (or strong) correlation.1 In
one-electron systems, the self-interaction error (SIE) occurs
when the Hartree and exchange terms do not cancel each other
exactly.2 The concept of SIE can be extended to many-electron
systems,3–5 where it manifests in deviations from linearity in the
total energy when electron number is varied between consecutive
integers—a constraint that the exact functional must satisfy.6

The SIE is thus an artifact of inexact functionals. In contrast,
static correlation is a physical consequence of exact or near
degeneracies, particularly between frontier orbitals. Common
DFT approaches fail for strongly correlated systems due to the
specific approximations and paradigms that have been used to
develop density functionals.7,8

An efficient way to reduce the SIE in KS-DFT that has been
most successful in practical applications is based on the
technique of range separation.9–15 In this approach, the inter-
electron Coulomb operator r12

�1 = vee(r12) is divided into
complementary short-range (SR) and long-range (LR) parts

vee(r12) = vsr,m
ee (r12) + vlr,m

ee (r12) (1)

where, typically, vsr,m
ee (r12) = r12

�1erfc(mr12), vlr,m
ee (r12) = r12

�1 erf(mr12),
and m is the range separation parameter. Range separated
hybrid functionals use eqn (1) to evaluate different amounts
of DFT and Hartree–Fock (HF) exchange in different ranges;
inclusion of the latter reduces the SIE.15 In particular, long-
range corrected (LC) hybrids, which have large fractions of HF
exchange in the LR, dramatically improve upon (semi)local
functionals in the description of problems where self-interaction
is pathological.16–29

Such a practical solution is not known for the problem of
static correlation. Often, the most common path for dealing
with static correlation is to abandon density functionals and
work with multireference (MR) wavefunction methods, despite
the latter being inefficient for capturing dynamic correlation.
This limitation of traditional MR techniques, and the fact that
many density functional approximations (DFAs) describe dynamic
correlation in an efficient manner, has led to numerous attempts
to combine MR wavefunctions with DFT.30–62 However, MR+DFT
has to deal with its own problems:

1. The symmetry dilemma. Typical KS-DFT approximations
can break spin symmetry, particularly in strongly correlated
systems. One has therefore to choose between correct spin
symmetries and unphysical energies, or improved energies and
unphysical spin densities. The densities provided by MR methods
are symmetry-adapted and are thus inadequate for KS-DFT in
these cases; although one can choose to retain the symmetry-
adapted densities, this choice normally results in massive static
correlation errors for common DFAs.1 To avoid this issue, Perdew
et al.63 have proposed to reformulate KS-DFT in terms of the
density n(r) and the on-top pair density P2(r) (the probability
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of finding two electrons at r), rather than n(r) and the spin
density mz(r). For a Slater determinant64 P2(r) = nm(r)nk(r),
and because n(r) = nm(r) + nk(r) and mz(r) = nm(r) � nk(r), mz(r)
in KS-DFT can be equivalently defined as

mðrÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nðrÞ2 � 4P2ðrÞ

q
: (2)

The alternative spin density m(r) has proved useful to couple
MR wavefunctions with KS-DFT functionals.33,41,57,62 There are,
however, a few drawbacks in this approach. When using MR
densities, m(r) in eqn (2) can become complex in certain strongly
correlated systems.65 Also, calculating P2(r) typically requires
computation and storage of the two-particle density matrix
(2PDM) Grs

pq, which can be expensive.47,48,62

2. Double counting. In general, MR wavefunctions contain
some dynamic correlation which is also described by DFT correla-
tion functionals. In addition, approximate exchange functionals
can mimic some static correlation effects in a nonspecific
manner.66 A way to avoid the double counting of static correlation
in MR+DFT is to add only DFA correlation (which is assumed to be
purely dynamical) to the MR energy; the double counting of
dynamic correlation can then be approximately eliminated via a
local scaling factor of the correlation energy density,41–43 or other
conceptually similar partition schemes.44,45 Alternatively, one can
divide the vee(r) operator into complementary parts to create
global53,57,62 (i.e., having a constant fraction of wavefunction two-
body energy through the full-range) or range-separated38,54,58,61

MR+DFT hybrids that eliminate double counting exactly, at
the cost of including DFT exchange (which can introduce self-
interaction). Considering the above discussion regarding
LC-DFT, analogous LC-MR+DFT hybrids seem particularly
appealing. We note that, although some of the first LC-MR+DFT
implementations offered rather unsatisfactory results for strongly
correlated systems38 (e.g., very large m values and active spaces
were needed to obtain good energies), these combinations did
not addres the symmetry dilemma. As another option, some new
approaches,59,60 based on embedding theories,67,68 propose to
separate the correlations in orbital space, rather than real space
(as is done in the hybrids).

3. Problems of the MR method. Traditional MR methods
of quantum chemistry have poor scaling and suffer from size-
consistency and size-extensivity issues. These problems are
inherited in MR+DFT and the only solution is to substitute
the commonly used MR wavefunctions by novel methods for
static correlation. The use of mean-field projected Hartree–Fock69

(PHF) methods combined with DFT has been suggested for over-
coming the problem of poor scaling with system size.55,56 However,
PHF still lacks size-consistency and size-extensivity.69 Recently, the
density matrix renormalization group70 (DMRG) algorithm has
also been proposed as an alternative.61 Also recently,62 we have
proposed global hybrids of pair coupled cluster doubles71–76

(pCCD) and DFT, which are motivated by various features of pCCD
that make it particularly suitable for MR+DFT.

In this paper, we propose the use of LC hybrids of pCCD and
DFT as MR+DFT methods that elude the above problems without
introducing further undesirable features. In short, LC-pCCD+DFT

comes as a rather logical consequence of the discussion here so
far: the 2PDM, Grs

pq, of pCCD has a simple structure with only
2N2 nonzero elements in the natural orbital basis,76 allowing
the use of the P(r) formulation of KS-DFT to avoid the symmetry
dilemma with negligible increase in computational cost; the
range separation with long-range correction eliminates double
counting, and simultaneously suppresses the SIE; pCCD is size-
extensive, size-consistent, and has low scaling76 (formally OðN3Þ,
neglecting the basis transformation of the two-body interaction).
One possible drawback though is that pCCD requires an orbital
optimization to define the pairing scheme (see below). This
is nontrivial and can suffer from multiple solutions, which
may affect the DFT energies. However, in practice we have not
found problems with this potential issue so far. We also derive
generalizations of LC-pCCD+DFT that include a fraction of pCCD
two-body energy in the short range, and test these hybrids
on benchmarks where both types of correlation are important.
Our work here is thus and extension and generalization of our
previous efforts on pCCD+DFT.62

2 Theory and methods
2.1 pCCD

Let i and a be indices for occupied and virtual orbitals, respectively.
The pCCD ansatz is71–76

|Ci = eT̂|0i, (3)

where |0i is an optimized, closed-shell, reference determinant and

T̂ ¼
X
ia

tai c
y
a"c
y
a#ci#ci": (4)

Thus, pCCD is a simplification of the well-known CCD method
that restricts excitations to pair excitations (plus orbital optimi-
zation). Despite this, pCCD has been shown to describe static
correlation without symmetry breaking.71–76 In fact, it is exact for
two-electron systems and its wavefunction closely reproduces
that of a seniority-zero full configuration interaction—an opti-
mal linear combination of all configurations that do not break
electron pairs76 (i.e., all seniority zero configurations; see ref. 77
for a detailed explanation of the concept of seniority). As we have
noted before,62 pCCD is especially suitable for MR+DFT: pCCD
is (always) size-extensive and size-consistent (provided that |0i
be size-consistent); the equations for the ta

i amplitudes can be
solved in OðN3Þ time and the orbital optimization can be done
efficiently; Grs

pq has a simple structure with only 2N2 nonzero
elements in the natural orbital basis.76 For a detailed description
of pCCD and the formulas for Grs

pq, see ref. 76.
One last technical detail regarding pCCD should be mentioned

here. Like other coupled cluster methods, pCCD has a right-hand
eigenvector eT̂|0i and left-hand eigenvector h0|(1 + Ẑ)e�T̂, where Ẑ
is defined analogously to T̂† in eqn (4) (i.e., the ta

i amplitudes
are replaced by the za

i amplitudes of the left-hand eigenvector).
In practice, we evaluate operators by weighting the elements of
the one- and two-particle density matrices of pCCD with their
corresponding one- and two-electron integrals, respectively.
This is equivalent to saying that we evaluate the expectation
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value of an operator Ô as h0|(1 + Ẑ)e�T̂ÔeT̂|0i. In what follows,
we shall denote h0|(1 + Ẑ)e�T̂ÔeT̂|0i as hC|Ô |Ci whenever |Ci is
the pCCD eT̂|0i wavefunction.

2.2 Alternative densities

As in previous works (see, e.g., ref. 33, 41, 57, 62), we use the
P2(r) formulation (eqn (2)) of KS-DFT63 to circumvent the
symmetry dilemma. The alternative spin density is defined as

mðrÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nðrÞ2 � 4P2ðrÞ

p
if nðrÞ2 � 4P2ðrÞ

0 if nðrÞ2 o 4P2ðrÞ
;

8<
: (5)

to prevent m(r) in eqn (2) from becoming complex. For general-
ized gradient approximations (GGAs), we adopt the translated
gradient spin density of ref. 57

m0ðrÞ ¼
n0ðrÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 4P2ðrÞ

nðrÞ2

s
if nðrÞ2 � 4P2ðrÞ

0 if nðrÞ2 o 4P2ðrÞ

;

8>><
>>: (6)

where n0(r) = |rn(r)|. Eqn (6) has already been shown to produce
reasonable results.57,62

In the introduction section, we mentioned that one may
choose to retain the symmetry-adapted [n,mz] densities of the
MR wavefunction. For comparison purposes, we will show
calculations using both the [n,mz] densities and the alternative
[n,m] densities. We note that all benchmarks studied here are
singlets and therefore [n,mz] = [n,0] (i.e., because pCCD preserves
spin symmetry).

2.3 LC-pCCD-DFT

In this approach the electronic energy is evaluated as

E ¼ C Ĥcore þ v̂lr;mee

�� ��C� �
þ Esr;m

Hx ½n;m� þ Esr;m
c ½n;m�; (7)

where |Ci is the pCCD wavefunction, Ĥcore the one-electron

core Hamiltonian, v̂Ir;mee ¼
P
i� j

r�1ij erf mrij
� �

, Esr,m
Hx is the SR DFT

Hartree-exchange term, and Esr,m
c the SR DFT correlation. In this

work, we calculate |Ci with the full Hamiltonian self-consistently
using in-house programs; the evaluation of eqn (7) is then carried
out in a modified version of Gaussian.78 Thus, we assume that the
effect of self-consistency is small when replacing the SR pCCD
two-body energy with the corresponding DFT terms. This assump-
tion is reasonable because it has been shown that, in MR+DFT,
the error due to the approximate functional is often larger than
the error due to the lack of self-consistency.79 We also remark
that the non-self-consistent application of eqn (7) is analogous
to the LC-MR+DFT method of Pollet et al.,38 except that here we
use the alternative [n,m] densities and a pCCD wavefunction,
rather than symmetry-adapted [n,mz] densities and a configu-
ration interaction (CI) wavefunction.

To evaluate Esr,m
Hx and Esr,m

c , we employ the range-separated
parametrization of the local density approximation (LDA) by
Paziani et al.80 For combinations with GGAs, we use, for the
exchange, the long-range correction by Iikura et al.10 (LC-PBE)
that is implemented in Gaussian, and we also compare with

results using LC-oPBE exchange.13 Although there are some
LC-GGA parametrizations for the correlation,81,82 for simplicity
(and possible extension to meta-GGAs) we introduce an approx-
imate local scaling

Esr;m
c ½n;m� ¼

ð
nðrÞ

esr�LDA
c;m ðn;mÞ
eLDA
c ðn;mÞ eGGA

c ðn;m; n0;m0Þd3r (8)

where esr � DFA
c,m and eDFA

c are short- and full-range correlation
energy densities, respectively. As will be shown later, this simple
correction works considerably well. We note, in passing, that
eqn (8) can also be used to combine GGAs (or meta-GGAs) with
other types of correlated methods as in, e.g., the LC-oDFT + dRPA
method of Janesko et al.83 which incorporates LR correlation
from the direct random phase approximation (dRPA) in order
to describe van der Waals interactions.

2.4 LC-pCCD-kDFT

LC-pCCD-DFT can be generalized to include a fraction of
wavefunction two-body energy in the short range (analogous to,
e.g., the Coulomb-attenuating method11 in standard KS-DFT). To
do this, we follow closely the procedure used by Sharkas et al.53 to
derive MR+DFT global hybrids. Let us split v̂sr;mee ¼

P
i� j

r�1ij erfc mrij
� �

as

v̂sr,m
ee = lv̂sr,m

ee + (1 � l)v̂sr,m
ee , (9)

where l A [0,1]. If l is the fraction of SR wavefunction two-body
energy included, then we can write the electronic energy as

E ¼ C Ĥcore þ v̂lr;mee þ lv̂sr;mee

�� ��C� �
þ �E

sr;m;l
Hxc ½n�; (10)

where Ēsr,m,l
Hxc [n] is the l-dependent Hartree-exchange–correla-

tion term associated with the (1 � l)v̂sr,m
ee interaction. Because

Esr,m
Hx is linear on the v̂sr,m

ee interaction, the Hartree-exchange
contribution is

Ēsr,m,l
Hx [n] = (1 � l)Esr,m

Hx [n]. (11)

The KS-DFT correlation contains corrections to the kinetic
energy and is not linear in l. However, the correlation correction
corresponding to (1 � l)v̂sr,m

ee can still be written as Ēsr,m,l
c [n] =

Esr,m
c [n] � Esr,m,l

c [n], where Esr,m,l
c [n] is the correlation with a

lv̂sr,m
ee interaction. Using the scaling relation84

Esr,m,l
c [n] = l2Esr,m/l

c [n1/l] (12)

where n1/l(r) = (1/l)3n(r/l), and neglecting the scaling of the
density as in ref. 53, we obtain

Ēsr,m,l
c [n] = Esr,m

c [n] � l2Esr,m/l
c [n]. (13)

We can then get a practical generalization of eqn (7) that
includes pCCD SR two-body energy as

E ¼ C Ĥcore þ v̂lr;mee þ lv̂sr;mee

�� ��C� �
þ ð1� lÞEsr;m

Hx ½n;m�

þ Esr;m
c ½n;m� � l2Esr;m=l

c ½n;m�:
(14)

Eqn (14) suppresses the double counting in the SR exactly
modulo uniform scaling effects. However, the impact of density
scaling has been shown to be small for MR+DFT global hybrids53

(less than 1 kcal mol�1 on average errors in thermochemistry).
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Also, although approximate scaling relations such as Ec[n1/l] =
lEc[n] have been used to develop functionals,85 we observed
that, in our case, using this relation affords essentially the same
results as neglecting the scaling with a slightly different l value.

For convenience, we summarize all the methods for which
we present results in Table 1. Note that, at l = 0, eqn (7) and (14)
are equivalent. Likewise, at m = 0, eqn (14) is equivalent to our
previous pCCD-lDFT method. For l = 0 and m = 0, pCCD-DFT is
analogous to the multiconfiguration pair density functional
theory of Li Manni et al.,57 except that the former uses a pCCD
wavefunction while the latter uses a complete active space (CAS)
wavefunction. We also remark that, with l a 0 and m a 0, the
LC-pCCD-lDFT energy formula bears close resemblance with
that of the double hybrid DFT using the Coulomb-attenuating
method11 of Cornaton and Fromager.58

The pCCD+DFT combinations in Table 1 have up to two para-
meters: l and m. In this work we utilize l = 3/4 and m = 0.4 bohr�1

due to the following reasons: (1) these values provide reasonable
results for all benchmarks tested here, (2) l = 3/4 was employed for
pCCD-lDFT in ref. 62, where it was also shown to be an adequate
choice, and (3) m = 0.4 au is commonly employed in standard
KS-DFT range separated hybrids, and has been shown to be
adequate for LC-MR+DFT.86 We note, however, that the optimal
m value in common LC-KS-DFT approximations depends on the
size of the system,87 and that definition of a locally-dependent m(r)
is also possible.88,89 However, a size-dependent m breaks size
consistency and extensivity,29,90 whereas implementation and
efficiency issues arise in the case of a locally-dependent m(r).89

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Analysis of H2 system and SR-DFT energy

Although pCCD is exact for two-electron systems, analyzing the
dissociation of the H2 molecule (Fig. 1) provides great insight
on the properties of LC-pCCD+DFT methods. Only results by
LDA-based hybrids are shown in Fig. 1; calculations using the
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof91 (PBE) functional yield very similar
curves. Because of the exactness of pCCD and the nonzero
EDFT

c [n], adding raw full-range DFT correlation to the pCCD energy
(pCCD+1DFT) results in double counting and, consequently, too
low total energies and a too high dissociation energy. The hybrids,
LC-pCCD-DFT and pCCD-lDFT, suppress this double counting
via the splitting of v̂ee. When using the alternative densities

[n,m], they are slightly below pCCD, but this can be attributed
mostly to basis set (incompleteness) effects. This is so because
the SR dynamic correlation, which is the part of the correlation
most dependent on basis set size, is described (totally or in part)
by the LDA, which has small basis set dependence. Note that the
inclusion of pCCD two-body energy (via the range separation)
and the use of the alternative spin density m are both important
to achieve good results. This is demonstrated by the poor
performance of LC-pCCD-LDA[n,0] and pCCD-LDA[n,m]; the
energies of these methods are too high because of a combination
of self-interaction and static correlation errors (see below).

To analyze the sources of error for the hybrid methods in
Fig. 1, we note that all of the error in the case of H2 comes from the
DFA. This error can be divided into two parts: (1) the error in
the exchange, which for singlet H2 is simply Ex + 0.5EH, and (2) the
error in the correlation, which is the total error minus the error in
the exchange. These errors are plotted for various methods in
Fig. 2. For both LC-pCCD-LDA[n,0] and pCCD-LDA[n,m] the total
error at short bond lengths and near the equilibrium is dominated
by a positive contribution from the error in Ex, which can be
interpreted as SIE. In contrast, at large internuclear distances,
the largest contribution to the error comes from the Ec, because
the LDA correlation functional cannot describe static correlation
properly. The effect of the long-range correction is to reduce

Table 1 Summary of pCCD+DFT hybrid methods. The density n and alternative spin density m are calculated from the self-consistent pCCD
wavefunction |Ci

Method Electronic energy formula

pCCD+1DFT C Ĥcore þ v̂ee
�� ��C� �

þ Ec½n;m�
pCCD-DFTa

C Ĥcore

�� ��C� �
þ EHx½n;m� þ Ec½n;m�

pCCD-lDFT C Ĥcore þ lv̂ee
�� ��C� �

þ ð1� lÞEHx½n;m� þ ð1� l2ÞEc½n;m�
LC-pCCD-DFT C Ĥcore þ v̂lr;mee

�� ��C� �
þ Esr;m

Hx ½n;m� þ Esr;m
c ½n;m�

LC-pCCD-lDFT C Ĥcore þ v̂lr;mee þ lv̂sr;mee

�� ��C� �
þ ð1� lÞEsr;m

Hx ½n;m� þ Esr;m
c ½n;m� � l2Esr;m=l

c ½n;m�
a Denoted as pCCD-0DFT in ref. 62.

Fig. 1 Dissociation energy profiles for the hydrogen molecule. The pCCD
curve is equal to FCI for this system. Hybrid methods use l = 3/4 and m =
0.4 au. The input densities for the functional are indicated in brackets.
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the SIE, whereas the use of the alternative spin polarization
results in a better cancellation of error between the exchange
and correlation. Thus, LC-pCCD-LDA[n,m] provides small errors
along all the dissociation curve even if the individual errors in
Ex or Ec are large at the dissociation limit. In other words, the
use of the [n,m] densities allows for the exchange functional to
describe the static correlation missing in Ec. This explains the
rather disappointing results for strongly correlated systems of
previous, similar, LC-MR+DFT methods that did not employed
alternative densities.38 For example, the LC-CI-DFT[n,0] method
of ref. 38 with m = 0.45 au cannot recover more than about
75% of the correlation (with respect to restricted HF) for H2 at
RH�H = 3.0 au. In fact, for this same case, even if one chooses an
optimal m value to be as close as possible to full configuration
interaction (FCI), LC-CI-DFT[n,0] is not better than CI alone; the
optimal m values are extremely large38 (m Z 5.75 au).

The improved description of the H2 dissociation limit by
LC-pCCD-DFT when using the [n,m] densities, rather than [n,0],
can be demonstrated analytically for the limit of large m using
results from ref. 92. There, an asymptotic expansion for the SR
Hartree term in the m - N limit was found to be

Esr;m
H ¼

ffiffiffi
p
p

A0

m2

ð
nðrÞ2dr�

ffiffiffi
p
p

A2

12m4

ð
jrnðrÞj2drþ � � �; (15)

where Ak = G((k + 3)/2). The analogous expression for the LDA
exchange is92,93

Esr;m
x ¼ �

ffiffiffi
p
p

A0

2m2

ð
nðrÞ2drþ 3

2
3p

11
16A2

20m4

ð
nðrÞ

8
3drþ � � � (16)

In terms of the nm and nk densities, the LDA exchange for a spin
polarized system is

Ex½n"; n#� ¼
1

2
Ex½2n"� þ Ex½2n#�
� �

: (17)

At the dissociation limit, P2(r) = 0 and thus the alternative spin
polarization is m = n. When using the alternative densities,
2nm = n + m = 2n and 2nk = n � m = 0, so it is readily seen that
the dominant (first) terms of the Hartree (eqn (15)) and
exchange (eqn (16) and (17)) energies will cancel each other.
In contrast, if no alternative spin polarization is used, m = 0 and
hence nm = nk = n/2, so that the exchange is simply Esr,m

x [n] and
the difference is roughly equal to 0.5Esr,m

H [n]. This results in too
high energies for the -LDA[n,0] approach because the LR two-
body pCCD energy is already exact and equal to the full-range
two-electron repulsion of 1/RH�H. Although this error could, in
principle, be corrected by the correlation functional, in practice
it does not because the LDA correlation is too small to account
for the relatively large effects of static correlation.

Another two results from ref. 92 that are worth mentioning
here are the closed-shell exact SR expansions in the limit of
large m for the exchange92,93

Esr;m
x;exact ¼ �

ffiffiffi
p
p

A0

2m2

ð
nðrÞ2drþ

ffiffiffi
p
p

A2

24m4

ð
nðrÞ

� jrnðrÞj2
2nðrÞ þ 4tðrÞ

� 	
drþ � � �

(18)

and correlation92

E
sr;m
c;exact ¼

2
ffiffiffi
p
p

A0

m2

ð
P2ðrÞ � nðrÞ2=4
� �

dr

þ 4
ffiffiffi
p
p

A1

3m3

ð
P2ðrÞdrþ � � �;

(19)

where t(r) is the kinetic energy density. The importance of these
results is that they show that, for large m, the exact SR
exchange–correlation energy is a (semi)local functional of the
density and the on-top pair density, which further motivates
LC-MR+DFT hybrids employing the P2(r) formulation of KS-DFT.
We note that the above formulas can be used as a functional for
LC-pCCD+DFT, but are not very practical because large values of
m (B2 au or greater) are required, and this leads to little change
in the energy with respect to pure pCCD.

Fig. 2 Errors in the exchange and correlation for various methods in
the dissociation the hydrogen molecule. Hybrid methods use l = 3/4 and
m = 0.4 au.
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3.2 Other benchmarks

The dissociation energy profiles for linear H4 and H6 chains and
water (HOH angle = 104.4741) are plotted in Fig. 3. Only results
for hybrid methods using the [n,m] densities and incorporating
a fraction of pCCD two-body energy are shown because, as
discussed above, these two factors are important for describing
static correlation and suppressing the SIE, respectively; the
problems of LC-pCCD-DFT[n,0] and pCCD-DFT[n,m] observed
in Fig. 1 for H2 extend to other systems. The panels on the left

of Fig. 3 display data for LDA-based hybrids, while those on the
right do so for PBE-based methods. Dissociation curves from
unrestricted coupled cluster singles and doubles with perturbative
triples94 [UCCSD(T)] are also provided as reference. The best agree-
ment with UCCSD(T) and available experimental data is given by the
LC-pCCD-lLDA and -lPBE methods, whereas hybrids that do not
include SR pCCD two-body energy tend to overbind (although
results are still much better than the raw addition of EDFT

c to pCCD
in the +1DFT methods). Comparison of LC-pCCD-lDFT data

Fig. 3 Dissociation energy profiles for linear hydrogen chains and H2O [HOH angle = 104.4741]. Hybrid methods use l = 3/4 and m = 0.4 au. All
pCCD+DFT combinations use the [n,m] densities. Relative energies are with respect to the molecule at the dissociation limit. Cartesian basis sets are
employed in all calculations.
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with pCCD and pCCD+1DFT indicates that the former is
effective at adding dynamic correlation to pCCD while avoiding
double counting. It is worth noting that the results of LC-pCCD-
lLDA and -lPBE are very similar to those from the global
(MR+DFT) hybrid pCCD-lPBE in ref. 62. However, for the global
hybrids the use of a GGA improves results upon LDA signifi-
cantly,62 while for range-separated hybrids LDA and PBE pro-
vide similar results. This can be rationalized by the fact that the
LDA exchange and correlation terms are more accurate in the
short range, as can be deduced from the exact SR expansions for
these terms in eqn (18) and (19). In fact, LDA and PBE become
equivalent at very large m. Hence, the long-range correction has a
more dramatic effect for LDA hybrids, because it takes out the
part of the LDA which is most inaccurate and that is (to a certain
extent) better described by semilocal approximations.

Apart from molecular dissociations, a common benchmark
for MR+DFT methods is the Beryllium isoelectronic series
(i.e., X(Z�4)+ ions). Be and its isoelectronic ions are difficult
to describe by regular KS-DFT methods because of the static
s2 - p2 correlation which increases linearly with the nuclear
charge Z. The double ionization potentials (IPs) given by various
methods for this series are summarized in Table 2. These data are
compared with accurate IPs calculated from total energies reported
in ref. 95 and 96. For these calculations we use a Cartesian
cc-pCVTZ(-f) basis, as we observed this basis set was accurate
enough for our purpose: while total energies for the Helium
isoelectronic X(Z�2)+ ions go down by about 30 milihartrees when
going from the cc-pVTZ(-f) basis to the cc-pCVTZ(-f) basis, the
double IPs change no more than 1.7 milihartrees. In other words,
the basis set incompleteness error due to the limited amount of
core-polarization functions is canceled when taking energy differ-
ences between the X(Z�2)+ and X(Z�4)+ ions.

Because it misses dynamic correlation in the X(Z�4)+ ions,
pCCD tends to underestimate the IPs in Table 2 by, in average,
15.4 milihartree. Standard KS LDA has the largest mean abso-
lute error (MAE) of all the methods in Table 2 (30.2 milihartree).
It also has the largest nonparallelity error (NPE)—the difference
between the maximum and minimum errors—as the quality of the
LDA deteriorates badly with increasing charge. The pCCD-lLDA
and LC-pCCD-LDA combinations do not really provide

improvement upon pCCD; however, LC-pCCD-lLDA does
improve upon its component methods (MAE = 3.9 milihartree).
Compared to pCCD, LC-pCCD-PBE reduces the MAE but
increases the NPE, whereas LC-pCCD-oPBE has a similar
MAE and a lower NPE; both methods are still much better than
standard PBE. The best results are given by pCCD-lPBE (MAE =
2.8 milihartree) and LC-pCCD-loPBE (MAE = 1.7 milihartree).
It is worth noting that LC-pCCD-loPBE yields results that are
significantly better than LC-pCCD-lPBE, and that the latter
does not improve upon its LDA variant. This can be explained
by the fact that the LC-PBE exchange goes back to the LDA for
large m, whereas LC-oPBE preserves the gradient corrections.97

Nevertheless, like in the cases of bond breaking above, the
inclusion of a fraction of short-range pCCD two-body energy
appears to be important for obtaining good results. Also, we
note again that the long-range correction with a fraction of SR
pCCD two-body energy provides great improvement for LDA
combinations, but not as much for PBE-based hybrids.

The results of ref. 62, and what we have seen here so far,
indicate that pCCD-lPBE and LC-pCCD-lDFT (with LDA or PBE)
can accurately describe the Be series as well as dissociations of
single bonds. However, one of the difficulties for the previous
pCCD-lDFT global hybrid is the description of the breaking of
multiple bonds;62 the method tends to overestimate binding
energies of double and triple bonds. The reason for this is that
pCCD goes to a too high energy limit at dissociation (higher than
unrestricted Hartree–Fock). Hence, the range separation does not
fix this issue. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows the
dissociation energy profiles for the double bond in formaldehyde
and the triple bond of the nitrogen molecule. Only results by LDA-
based combinations are shown in the Figure, but results with PBE
combinations are very similar. Both LC-pCCD-DFT and -lDFT
overestimate the the bond energies, although the overestimation
by the latter is much smaller. A possible way to mitigate this
overbinding is to use an unrestricted pCCD formalism (UpCCD).
UpCCD methods are currently under investigation in our research
group; preliminary tests suggest that they improve upon pCCD
when the correlations are very strong and when pCCD displays
largest errors, while having much less spin contamination than
typical mean-field unrestricted approximations.

Table 2 Double ionization potentials for the Be isoelectronic series. The errors are in milihartrees; ME is the mean error, MAE the mean absolute error,
and NPE the nonparallelity error. Hybrid pCCD+DFT calculations use l = 0.75, m = 0.4, and the [n,m] densities. The calculations use a Cartesian
cc-pCVTZ(-f) basis. The accurate data are from ref. 95 and 96

Ionization
Accurate
IP (au)

Errors (milihartrees)

pCCD LDA
pCCD-
lLDA

LC-pCCD-
LDA

LC-pCCD-
lLDA PBE

pCCD-
lPBE

LC-pCCD-
PBE

LC-pCCD-
oPBE

LC-pCCD-
lPBE

LC-pCCD-
loPBE

Be - Be2+ 1.0118 �7.9 23.4 17.2 11.4 4.3 �1.4 0.8 8.0 9.1 0.1 0.4
B1+ - B3+ 2.3188 �12.0 11.2 15.3 12.6 5.3 �7.4 �1.2 8.8 13.5 �1.4 �0.2
C2+ - C4+ 4.1289 �13.7 �2.1 14.3 8.0 5.3 �12.1 �1.5 6.4 16.5 �2.5 0.0
N3+ - N5+ 6.4418 �15.7 �17.7 12.0 �1.7 3.3 �17.8 �2.5 1.0 16.8 �5.0 �1.0
O4+ - O6+ 9.2560 �18.0 �34.8 9.0 �13.9 0.1 �23.9 �3.9 �5.2 16.3 �7.9 �2.5
F5+ - F7+ 12.5703 �19.5 �52.2 6.4 �26.8 �2.9 �29.5 �4.6 �10.6 16.1 �10.0 �3.3
Ne6+ - Ne8+ 16.3851 �20.8 �70.4 3.5 �40.5 �6.2 �35.4 �5.3 �15.6 15.9 �12.0 �4.2

ME �15.4 �20.4 11.1 �7.3 1.3 �18.2 �2.6 �1.0 14.9 �5.5 �1.6
MAE 15.4 30.2 11.1 16.4 3.9 18.2 2.8 7.9 14.9 5.5 1.7
NPE 12.9 93.7 13.7 53.1 11.5 34.0 6.1 24.3 7.7 12.1 4.5
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As a last benchmark, we consider the H4 model with the DZP
basis of Paldus et al.98–100 This model is shown schematically
in Fig. 5; it consists of four hydrogen atoms in a trapezoidal
configuration of C2v symmetry; the nearest neighbor H–H
distance is fixed at 2 au—this slight stretching enhances
degeneracies—and therefore the geometry is uniquely deter-
mined by the H1H2H3 bond angle, which is defined in terms of
the parameter a as +H1H2H3 = (0.5 + a)p radians. That is, the
geometry is square at a = 0 and linear at a = 1/2. The DZP basis
used consists of 5s primitves contracted to two basis functions
with exponents (coefficients) of 33.6444 (0.025374), 5.05796
(0.1896829), 1.1468 (0.8529303) for the first function and

0.321144 (0.6068852), 0.101309 (0.4490200) for the second
one, plus a polarization function with an exponent of 0.93.98,100

The total energies for the H4/DZP model as a function of a
predicted by pCCD and pCCD+PBE hybrids are compared with
FCI data from ref. 99 in Fig. 6. LC-pCCD-loPBE and pCCD-
lPBE are both similar and provide very good agreement with
the FCI data from a = 0.01 to a = 0.5. In this region, pCCD
recovers about 70–80% of the total correlation energy; at a = 0
pCCD captures only 46% of the total correlation and the quality
of LC-pCCD-loPBE and pCCD-lPBE deteriorates too, although
they still improve over pCCD. Interestingly though, methods
incorporating lower amounts of pCCD two-body energy like
LC-pCCD-oPBE and pCCD-lPBE itself but with l = 0.25, seem
to yield too low energies in the a = 0.05–0.5 range, but improve
the agreement with FCI at smaller values of a, including a = 0.
This suggests that, as occurs for KS global and range separated
hybrids,87,89 the optimal amount of wavefunction energy is
dependent on the system (even if only the geometry is varied,
as in this case). Locally range-separated hybrids—where m is
itself a local functional of the density—have been suggested to
overcome this defficiency of standard KS LC-DFT,88,89 and this
methodology can be extended to LC-pCCD+DFT without any

Fig. 4 Dissociation energy profiles for the CO bond in formaldehyde [r(HC) = 1.110 Å, HCO angle = 122.331] and the nitrogen molecule. Hybrid methods
use l = 3/4 and m = 0.4 au. All pCCD+DFT combinations use the [n,m] densities. Relative energies are with respect to the molecule at the dissociation
limit. Cartesian basis sets are employed in all calculations.

Fig. 5 The H4 model system. All bond lengths are fixed at 2 au and the
model a has mirror symmetry such that the parameter a uniquely deter-
mines the geometry.

Fig. 6 Total energies for the H4 model as a function of a with a DZP basis. Unless otherwise indicated, hybrid methods use l = 0.75 and m = 0.4 au.
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formal difficulty. The practical disadvantage is that, as mentioned
before, local range-separated hybrids are hard to implement and
more expensive to evaluate than hybrids with fixed m.89 It is also
likely that, just as in the case of dissociated N2, employing the
UpCCD formalism mentioned above will as well improve results
at a = 0 because restriced pCCD misses a large fraction of the
correlation at this point and UpCCD would provide a better
baseline for the addition of DFA dynamic correlation.

4 Concluding remarks

One can construct hybrids of pCCD and DFT (see Table 1) which are
analogous to commonly used KS-DFT hybrids, except for a correc-
tion factor to EDFA

c that accounts for double counting. These
pCCD+DFT combinations can tackle the main problems of com-
monly used DFT approximations: the inclusion of substantial
amounts of two-body wavefunction energy sharply decreases the
SIE, whereas the use of a multireference wavefunction and the on-
top pair density interpretation of KS-DFT address static correlation.
The use of the alternative [n,m] densities is very important for the
latter (even in range-separated hybrids), and this is the reason for
which previous, similar, MR+DFT hybrids using MR densities
directly provided unsatisfactory results for strongly correlated
systems.38 Among the range-separated schemes presented here,
LC-pCCD-lLDA, -lPBE, and -loPBE are the most recommendable;
the inclusion of a fraction of SR pCCD two-electron energy is
important to obtain good results. Overall, the quality of these
schemes is similar to that of our previous pCCD-lPBE global hybrid
(although LC-pCCD-lLDA is substantially better that its global
hybrid counterpart). It is also worth noting that it is straightforward
to adapt the LC-pCCD+DFT methods presented here to create short-
range hybrids analogous to, e.g., the Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof101

(HSE) functional (i.e., by just switching the ranges in eqn (14)). This
opens the possibility to develop affordable short-range pCCD+DFT
methods for describing static and dynamic correlations in solids.
Likewise, extension to middle-range hybrids,102 to achieve the
accuracy of LR hybrids while preserving the computational advan-
tages of SR hybrids, is also straightforward. Moreover, middle-range
pCCD+DFT hybrids can be used to describe long-range weak
interactions by using pCCD in the middle range and specialized
van der Waals functionals103–106 in the long-range.

Finally, we note that the formulas in Table 1 can be (and
some have, indeed, already been) used to combine other MR
methods with DFT. However, as we have noted before, pCCD
has many features that make it more suitable for blending with
DFT than traditional MR techniques of quantum chemistry:
pCCD is black-box, has low scaling, is size-consistent and size-
extensive, and its two-particle density matrix has only 2N2

nonzero elements. This last feature, the sparsity of the two-
particle density matrix, allows for a computationally efficient
use of the on-top pair density interpretation of KS-DFT, which
we have seen here to be necessary to describe static correlation
via MR+DFT (at least when commonly used density functional
approximations are employed). We hope that all of this can
stimulate the further development of pCCD+DFT methods.
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